WELCOME
Welcome to AUM and to your 2019 AUM New Year's Eve Festival
guide. Here you will find everything you need to know about
what's going on and where, health & safety information, tips and
hints and a whole lot more. Please take time to read all of the
information provided here, download a copy of the PDF to your
phone or print it out to bring with you to the festival. We can't
wait for you to see what we have been building all year, and wish
you all a wonderful, joy filled adventure. PEACE
Our Mission Statement
Aum is a love story that began with this sentence: "Let's create an
event and feel the joy of giving & receiving. Together."
Our mission is to create gorgeous, sustainable, original, cutting
edge, friendly and safe environments for beautiful people and
tribes to gather and celebrate as one. To explore and share in the
abundance of love, music and art in this world. To be a platform for
all kinds of incredible art, music, ideas, interactions and creativity. To
support in real terms, the beautiful artists of all kinds whom we are so
privileged to have in our lives.
Our passion is people. We create from the heart with eternal
gratitude.
What is iimpo
orrttaanntt ttoo uuss??

Inclusiveness - Kindness and love - Sustainability - Integrity
This year's festival is the greatest work we have ever done. We are
very proud of how the festival is going to look, feel and sound. Thank
you all so much for choosing us to spend your holiday with us. We
really hope you enjoy it.
Now, let's PARTY!

Your safety is ours and your greatest priority.
If you need help in any way please go to the INFORMATION STATION.
They will ensure the right help is there fast. Trained female and male
crew plus emergency responders are available 24hrs.

NO FIRES-TOTAL AREA FIRE BAN
SMOKERS: NEVER DROP/ THROW BUTTS ANYWHERE!
EMERGENCYPROCEEDURES
Remain calm. We are equipped, trained and ready to assist you. Always
immediately follow instruction fromAUM crew in case of any emergency.
EVACUTION
In the unlikely event of an evacuation alert, immediately proceed to the
designated muster station. wait instruction. Do not return to collect your
belongings until the all clear is given. Do not drive your vehicle unless
directed.

FIRE
If you see a fire, clear the area and call for help immediately.
EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT LOCTIONS
ALL STAGES & sound desk- INFO -Ticket office -Security and Crew
vehicles- First Aid and Front gate. Here you will find AUM crew, RT
coms, fire extinguishers and fire blankets. Other extinguishers are sign
posted around the festival site. Sand is a great fire extinguisher.
Please familiarise yourself with emergency equipment locations and
muster station. In case of serious fire clear the area and
immediately proceed to the designated muster station.
IN CASE OF SERIOUS FIRE:
Wait instruction. Do not return to the affected area or your camp to collect
your belongings until the all clear is given. Do not drive your vehicle unless
directed. Immediately report any fires or fire toys I fireworks you see. No
fire toys (unless as part of the supervised workshops and shows) No open
fires. No charcoal BBQs, gas only. No fireworks. NONE! DO NOT DO IT!
Not only is this a serious fire risk, you will scare the deer.

No exceptions to any of the above. TOAL FIRE BAN

Breach of this may result in you being removed from the festival.
MEDICAL In emergency immediately send I call out for help and alert
nearest AUM crew or paramedic team. Stay with the person. Only
administer first aid if trained and critical. 24hr paramedics on site.
LOST CHILD /PERSON Please report to INFORMATION STATION. Please
tell your children where to go if lost or worried in any way. Our staff are
kind and will take care of your little ones.

Be mindful and
watch out for children at all times
NO GLASS No exceptions. Please decanter your drinks to plastic containers to avoid
having them taken from you at the gate by security. All cars searched and ALL glass
will be confiscated.
NO DRIVING ON SITE AUM crew only, no exceptions. Find your camping spot, park
your vehicle and only use it again when you leave site. Breach of this after dark will
result in your keys being removed from you by security and/ or being removed from
the festival.
INTOXICATION heavily intoxicated persons will not be admitted to the festival site
and no refunds will be given. AUM is not a free for all booze up in any way. We have
chosen the BYO option as we believe the freedom associate with this creates a
better festival environment. Anyone found to be heavily intoxicated will be dealt
with by our security team and potentially banned from the festival.

NO DOGS No exceptions. *Please enquire with management for licensed guide dogs.

COME PREPARED for your stay with everything you need for your whole stay. In order
to keep the road as clear as possible, we do not encourage pass outs unless
absolutely necessary.
DRIVE TO SITE CAREFULLY Wilson Road is gravel, be careful and respectful of the
locals - Do not speed. DO NOT loiter on the roadside once on Wilson Rd drive directly
to the site. Be careful going down the site road (then up when you leave), it is a
farm road. SLOW AND STEADY GO SLOW. DO NOT DRINK AND DRIVE. EVER!
TICKETS Please have your printed ticket, your ticket ready on your phone, or your
cash for a ticket ready before you arrive at the festival. No Eftpos at ticketing, but
you can purchase your ticket on-line at the festival via your phone.
You will be turned away if you do not have these ready. There is no door name list.

ID Photocopy of ID is okay if a child is under 15 or under 5 but looks older - PLEASE
BRING CHILDS ID OR PROOF OF ARE so there is no confusion at the gate - No one
under 18 will be admitted to the festival unaccompanied by an adult or legal
guardian.
NO EFTPOS - BRING CASH please bring plenty of cash for our wonderful markets,
coffee shops & food and beverage vendors. No charge for workshops or healing.
DO NOT TOUCH baby deer. If you see a fawn in the bush around the venue, please
move away. If you go near, the mother may abandon it.

ALCOHOL is permitted on site. NO GLASS. Cans & plastic/ aluminum bottles only.
Enjoy your holiday but always DRINK PLENTY OF WATER & EAT PLENTY OF FOOD.
Drink responsibly and take care of your friends.
Please refer to our terms and conditions for more information
http://www.aum.co.nz/terms---conditions.html

WASTE MANAGEMENT
ZERO WASTE - We are serious
continuing to grow the zero waste culture
at all AUM events. Please join the movement.
AUM events are some of the tidiest in the country. This gives you a
beautiful environment to play in... It’s such a good feeling not to be
surrounded in trash. At our last festival, the entire show generated less
than 6 cubic meters of waste, with almost 3000 people!... AMAZING
BEHAVIOUR. This makes you thus far the most considerate audience
any organiser could dream of. We wouldn't expect anything else of the
beautiful AUM family. People that actively care for the land, other
people and indeed themselves. I think we can improve on our last
effort...

This is a movement. Please ensure you are part of it when on site this
New Year’s Eve. The site is pristine, and it is an honor for us to be
there...

Be awesome! Leave no trace.

START HERE
Bring less disposable waste with you
Plan to collect, manage and take your own waste home with you.
Bring a rubbish bag. Why should any other person other than a city council
manage the waste you produce? Minimal bins provided.

Please bring your own plates, cups and utensils and eat just like at home.
Better than a soggy bag or cardboard box any day!
Don't litter. Just don't. It's gross and there are children at this festival who
would benefit from seeing adults take such care of the place they will inherit.
Pop a plastic supermarket bag in your backpack for when you're exploring the
festival so that you have somewhere to pop any waste you may generate in to. To
then later be transferred to your camp rubbish bag when you return there.
Openly pick up rubbish in front of children and encourage them to do the

same. Please don't be afraid to gently call someone out of you see them littering.
This is YOUR home for your stay.
Talk to everyone about how well you took care of your waste. What ideas you
had to reduce and reuse. Make it a family and community priority. Be proud.

Be mindful that you are in nature,
take care of each other and soak iin
ny
yo
ou
urr freedom!
Relax. Dance. Do your art. Get a massage.
Share kindness. Hug your friends (if they
want a hug that is, ask first 😉 !)

Enjoy your stay your way. After all, this is your holiday. Welcome to
the family, Aumsters. You are in the wonderful world of AUM now.
Are you ready to have the adventure of the year?

Festival Site Address & Gate times
Gates open 1 Oam 30 December

320 Wilson Rd
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•
•
•
•
•
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THE WEATHER FORECAST
Prepare for hot sunny days, but always prepare for all conditions
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GENERAL INFORMATION
DO BRING

□

DRESS UPS - we love dress ups! Our theme this year is `NEVER~LAND’
Please feel free to dress as per our theme or not. You are also
welcome to bring some art or do some whilst you're there to add to your festival
theme should you have the inclination, it can be as creative as you like!
□ Printed or Downloaded to your phone Festival ticket
□ Medical info (if you have any allergies or medical conditions) - PLEASE ALERT
STAFF AT MEDIC TENT UPON ARRIVAL IF YOU HVE A SERIOUS CONDITION
□ Medication if required
□ Plate, Cup and Cutlery - there will be none provided on site
□ Portable ashtray - Eclipse mints containers make a great portable ashtray SMOKERS PLEASE NOTE: NEVER DROP /THROW LIT CIGGY BUTS ANYWHERE ON
SITE - FIRE RISK
□ A reusable water bottle, to fill up from the free taps on site
□ Tent
□ Sleeping bag
□ Roll mat or other mattress
□ Sturdy, comfortable shoes or boots just in case
□ Toilet roll (We will supply, but always a good item to have)
□ A warm jumper (it can get cold at night)
□ Suntan lotion - Hat & sunglasses
□ Waterproof clothing
□ Toiletries & towels - PLEASE ONLY BRING ECO FRIENDLY SOAP & SHAMPOO
□ Enough changes of clothes in case you get wet
□ Torch
□ ID - Photocopy of ID is okay if a child is under 15 but looks older
□ CASH - NO ETPOS ON SITE
□ Bags for dirty clothes and rubbish
□ Contraceptives
□ Sanitary products
□ Wet wipes
□ Snacks
□ Mark valuables with house name and postcode so it can be posted back to you
; DO NOT BRING

□
□
□
□
□

Glass bottles or glassware - cans are a great alternative or please transfer to
plastic bottles before you arrive - All glass confiscated at gate by security
Pets - for obvious reasons
Fire - there is a fire ban in place so no fire toys unless approved, BBQs or fireworks
Generators unless by prior arrangement
Sound systems of any type
Please refer to our terms and conditions for more information http://ww.aum.co.nz/terms--- conditions.html

ZONES AND STAGES
Please see Line up at the rear of this guide

White Stag – Pixie Hollow Tinkerbells home
White Stag will this year see us set ourselves a new benchmark on stage, lighting, visual,
decor and sound design. Meticulous production and an international and local line-up of
Techno, Progressive, Psychedelic, House and Bass DJ's and live electronic artists that will
make it impossible for your feet not to stomp.
Just you wait!

Bush Theatre LIVE stage – Wendy’s House
Immerse yourself in a superb line-up of international and national artists. We have such a
strong line up this year spanning many genres. There will also be incredible circus performers
and more. Make sure you are at this stage at 1pm sharp on the 31st with your unicorn horn for
the Unicorn Army Guinness World record Attempt!

Kanuka Stage – Home Underground
This is the party stage! With a MASSIVE line-up of local & international house and techno
legends. Lofi/ Beat & Path AND Shipwrecked take-overs!

The Hub Stage – Mermaids Lagoon
24/7 this eclectic stage will take you on all sorts of journeys with a more chill vibe.
Mellowtact stage takeover

Healing Glade
Healing, Yoga, Meditation and Korero. We are so very fortunate to have a wonderful group of
people attending this year who will be offering an array of stunning healings workshops and
yoga for you - I know right, how lucky are we? The Healing Glade will be open for business at
various times of the day so head over to check out when you can book in or if you're looking
for somewhere quiet and natural to rest and regroup. Please see schedule at the rear of this
guide

Workshop & Flow Zone
You are spoilt for choice in our workshop zone this year! Workshops are running from 10.00am
through until various times every night Please see schedule at the rear of this guide

Children's Zone `Never Grow up’
This year at the festival your little ones are well catered for. Workshops, activities, art,
crafts and more. Please note that this is not a creche however a great space for you to enjoy
some time with your child.

General Camping
Speaks for itself really
Keep an eye out for the carefully placed toilets around the perimeter of the main camp zone
to make your life easier while you're with us.
Please see site map at the rear of this guide for further clarification

Family Camping
Situated for convenience close to the village and main toilet/ showers blocks. This zone is
dedicated to those with children so you can all hang together and perhaps share childcare
responsibilities? You can, of course, choose to camp in the main camp zone if you would
prefer. tuckered out children generally sleep though anything! But please note this is closer
to the stages than main camping and will therefore be slightly noisier.
There is also a Quiet Camp Zone further away in the General Camp Zone for families and
those that prefer a quieter space to camp.
AUM VILLAS - Glamping
Please make your way to the information station if you have booked – Sold out

EVEN MORE!
Because it's good to know, ya know?
Ticketing, wristbands and ID
Please ensure that you either print or download your e-ticket to your phone
before arrival. You will be issued with a wristband which you must leave on for
the weekend. Anyone not wearing a wristband will be removed from the festival
site or charged another entrance fee.

Carpooling
Such a great thing to do, saves money in petrol, is kinder to the environment
and ensures that no one has to park too far away from the zones. Please see our
carpool page (link below) or to find potential new friends that are offering
you a ride or looking for one!
https://w.facebook.com/aumsharing/

First Aid/Medics
We will have a medical paramedic and first aid team on site. They will be
available at all times. Should you require assistance please head straight to first
aid or to the Information Station for assistance. In case of emergency contact any
nearest AUM crew or Security.
Please see site map at the rear of this guide for exact location.

Security
Your safety is our first priority. Always immediately follow the instruction of
AUM crew and security. You are entirely responsible or the security of your
camping site and your belongings. If you should require help from a security
guard for any reason please don't hesitate to find one of them or an AUM crew
member and we will ensure that you are taken care of.

Free Range Festival Children
Please be mindful of them at all times. We are a community, let's take care of
the most precious ones. Children under the age of 18 must be accompanied by a
responsible adult at all times. Whilst AUM is one of the safest festivals around
there is still a crowd of 3000 people on site and we can't account for all of
them.

HEARING PROTECTION
This is a music festival and the music will be loud so please bring earmuffs
for the kids to ensure their safety and comfort and to help them sleep!

AGE RESTRICTIONS ON STAGES
All children must be accompanied by their parents or guardians at all times
when on the White Stag stage and Kanuka stage. All children under 18 must be
off these stage areas by 10.00pm on the 30th Dec and Midnight on the 1st of Jan.
They may stay with their parents or guardians until 1am on December 31st.

Always remember where you parked your spaceship!
Car parking
There is car parking in the General Camp Zone next to your tent however once you
are in you are not permitted under any circumstance to drive your car around the site.
We strongly suggest that you ensure you have everything you need with you so that
you don’t have to leave site for any reason. If you are leaving early for any reason
please ensure that you park your vehicle in the designated car parking area so you
are able to exit safely. If there is an emergency and you need to leave please find a
volunteer or crew member and we will assist you with the removal of your car.
When you arrive and leave site, please drive your car at a walking pace once within
the site to ensure that everyone is kept safe especially the children! .

Camping
Free camping will be available in the General Camp Zone for all ticket purchasers.
No camping is available anywhere other than in the main camping zone, the family
camping zone and the quiet camping zone. We will have a dedicated family area for
those who are bringing their children so you can all work together to ensure that you
get as much freedom as possible!
Please bring everything that you require for camping. There are toilets and hot & cold
showers on site however there will be no power supplied to the camping zone.
Please under no circumstances drive your car around once you are settled in your
camp site.
Please be considerate with your camping space, we have a few people to fit in and
neighbors are just friends we haven’t met yet so get cozy .

Food and beverages
We have food vendors on site providing a variety of fare at very reasonable prices
and a coffee stall providing coffee, chai and a selection of teas.
A communal cooking area with barbecues and tools for your use between the hours
of 8.00am and 8.00pm. Please be considerate when using this area and ensure that
you leave it clean and tidy for the next person.
Dishwashing facilities are behind the shower block and at the bottom of shower hill.
There will be free water available on site for the duration of the event
Don’t forget to bring cash as there will be NO EFTPOS available.

More on the Fire Ban
There is a total fire ban in place at site and fire in this area would have a catastrophic
effect on the native Kanuka bush, the deer and other animals and also to us humans.
Please do not bring any fire toys, barbecues, heaters or the like. If you smoke then
please bring a receptacle that you can use to put your cigarette butts in. Apparently
Eclipse Mints metal containers are perfect for this!
SMOKERS: NEVER DROP/ THROW BUTTS ANYWHERE!

Driving
Please use caution when driving to and from the venue. The site is situated on
narrow country roads that are used regularly by the locals some of which are gravel.
We want to be able to return to this zone for more fun and shenanigans in the future
and this will be made difficult for us all if we get complaints from the people that live
in the area so please be considerate on both the way in and the way out.
Driving on site is forbidden.

BUT WAIT!!!
There’s more!
Art
We are fortunate enough to have some amazing artists attending who will be
doing various installations and some live art. We are exceptionally grateful to
these very talented people who are willing to share their time and energy with
us so please use consideration and don’t touch installations but enjoy them
with your beautiful eyes.

Attitude
This is an inclusive event which traditionally has a beautiful vibration. We look
forward to (consensual) hugs, love, beautiful energy and complete acceptance
of all who attend from all who attend.
There are not many rules at Aum however the ones that we have are there for
very good reason. Please respect our rules so together we can create a
sustainable festival that can be enjoyed for years to come. Be Kind. Be
Respectful. Be Gentle. Be Considerate.

Animals
We are incredibly fortunate to all have the pleasure of enjoying this zone
however it is a working deer farm. The deer are free range therefore we will
be playing in the middle of their home. Whilst we are all on site it is fawning
season which means that there will be baby deer nestled in the bush areas,
particularly outside of the zone. IMPORTANT: If you see a fawn and you touch
it the mother deer will instantly reject it and it will die. PLEASE DO NOT
TOUCH THE FAWNS UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCE. There are also peacocks and
all sorts of other wildlife on site. Please be respectful of their environment
and show courtesy and gratitude that they are sharing their space with us.
Unfortunately, this means that there are to be absolutely NO DOGS or
other pets on site please.

Other Safety matters
The festival site is a working deer farm. Please ensure you have appropriate
footwear, cool and warm clothing, a torch and a sensible attitude.
Absolutely no driving on site once you have parked your car at your camp site.
If you need to leave early you can leave your car in the carpark area provided.
Please look out for each other and advise a crew member if you see anything
that poses a safety risk.

More on Alcohol
AUM is not licensed to sell alcohol however as the event is on private land you
are able to bring your own. Underage drinking is still not permissible and
anyone under the age of 18 found drinking will be removed from site
immediately. Please use alcohol responsibly and respect that there will be
families with children on site. We will ensure that there is awesome
entertainment provided in both the main zone and the ambient zone so please
respect that others may be sleeping in the camping zone and do your partying
where the party is at!

You're doing great! Keep it up!
AUM festival Site
Our site is a stunning piece of land that is surrounded in native Kanuka Bush and is the proud home
of The Leighton's who have kindly allowed us to come and use this space for our shenanigans. The
Leighton's are some of the kindest and most hospitable people we know so please show them and
their family home the greatest courtesy and respect by enjoying the surroundings without
disturbing as much as possible.

Local Amenities
If on the way to the festival and you need a few extra things; Parakai is a 15-minute drive from the
festival site and has a large 4 square, a liquor store, a bakery, a pizza shop, a cafe, Parakai hot
springs pools and ATM. If you require a petrol station, then Helensville is only a further 5-minute
drive.

Weather
AUM is an outdoor all-weather event. We expect that the weather will be ine however if there are
showers or rain every precaution has been taken to ensure that you will have many dry areas to
have fun in. It may pay to bring a jacket just in case. The festival will run rain or shine.

AUM is a safe, family friendly environment and we aim to
keep it that way with your help. In keeping with the
evolution of our society it is important that we talk
about what consent means. In general terms:

NEVER TOUCH ANYONE IN ANY
WAY WITHOUT THEIR EXPLICIT
CONSENT
IF YOU NEED HELP, see any inappropriate behavior or
have any concerns at all, immediately contact the
INFORMATION STATION and the appropriate
assistance will be in arranged as fast as possible.
Trained female and male crew plus emergency responders
are available 24hrs.
Please refer to our terms and conditions for more information.

Sculpture, Murals, Kinetic,
AV & Interactive Art
Our Incredible artists this year
Morgan Laboratories
Peter Nicholas
Bing Crosby
Jarred Taylor
Jamie Killen
Toni Tanner
Matt Turner
Kate Monroe
Chryee Jones
Sam Newsome
Jadyn Flavell
Ben Church
Dale Richie
Gabor Toth
Lukas Kelly
Paul Olson
Jack Robinson, Del Rock, Lee Whall
Vik Garriock
Kester Bennett
Sam Dorado
Jonné Pachoud
Heathermeg Sampson
Alex Fields
Daniel Carter
Martín Gómez "Nense"
Liam Hindley
Andy Turner
Tina Tangiweto
and a tribute to Bryan Turoa Fraser
Lighting By Luminaire Systems
Sound Design By Tritone Audio
Stage & AUM town designs by
John Paul Moss

Yoga & Spoken Workshops + Circus Workshops
Yoga

31 Dec
9:00 AM
10:30 AM
11:45 AM
1:00 PM
2:15 PM
3:00 PM
4:45 PM
6:45 PM
8:15 PM
1 Jan
9:00 AM
10:30 AM
11:45 AM
1:00 PM
2:15 PM
3:00 PM
4:45 PM
6:20 PM
8:00 PM

Hoops & Slackline Available
30 Dec
Stephanie Vosper Hatha/vinyasa stretch yoga all levels 12:00AM
Kumar Laxman Yoga Nidra
1:00PM
Sonya Urban
Kids Yoga
2:00PM
Danni Afleck
Vinyasa Yoga
3:00PM
Steve Hill
Soma Breathwork/meditation
4:00PM
Riggie Walla
Buddhist chanting
5:00PM
Miro Klima
Drumming
6:00PM
Erin Mitchell
yoga
Finish
31 Dec
10:00AM
Stephanie Vosper Hatha/vinyasa yoga
Kumar Laxman Yoga nidra
11:00AM
Sonya Urban
Kids Yoga
12:00PM
Danni Afleck
Vinyasa yoga
Steve Hill
Soma Breathwork/meditation
1:00PM
Riggie Walla
Buddhist Chanting
2:00PM
Erin Mitchell
Yoga
3:00PM
Renske Borsje movement medicine
finish
4:00PM
5:00PM
6:00PM
1 Jan
Kirrie Kau Revolunion Transfomational space
10:00AM
Dani Myers How to enact positive environmental change
11:00AM
Ian Hewison WVO/ Lithion conversion/power production
12:00PM
Dan Simperingham Peacefull parenting
1:00PM
Renske Borsje Movement Medicine
2:00PM
Christopher Jones Chryologist
Myrthe Van Den Kieboom Connective Dance Male/Female
3:00PM
Finish
4:00PM

Spoken Workshop Tent
31st Dec
9:00 AM
11:15 AM
12:25 PM
1:45 PM
2:55 PM
4:40 PM
6:15 PM
8:15 PM
1st Jan
9:00 AM
10:40 PM
12:00 PM
2:10 PM
3:20 PM
5:05 PM
6:15 PM
7:15 PM

Tamara Zyrianova Mandela Art
Andrew Bell Hempbrokers Referendum Talk
Myrth Van Den Kieboom Theatre Sports
Dan Simperingham Peacefull Parenting
Christopher Jones Chryologist
Hinekura Smith Poi Making workshop
Andrew Bell Cannabis as a medicine
FInish

The Glade
31st Dec
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
2:15 PM
3:45 PM
4:50 PM
6:00 PM
1st Jan
11:00 PM
12:15 PM
3:00 PM
4:30 PM

Claire Mcallen Abuse and sharing womans circle
Rachael Pearson Becoming a woman
Prem Piripi
Flute making
Mollie Drury
Deepspace
Hinekura Smith Poi making
Finish
Claire Mc Allen Abuse and trauma circle for woman
Johanna Otto Dying fabric with vegetables
Prem Piripi
Flute Making
Finish

Pete
bubbles
Lisa
Hooping beginners
Michael Beginners poi
Matthew poi and movement
Saralena Hooping intermediate
Jonne beginners juggling
Rob
rope dart
Matt
juggling balls
beginners/intermediate
Sam
Slackline
Pete
last minute horns / round
up unicorn army
Pete unicorn army parade
Saralena Hooping beginners
Michael Beginners /intermediate
poi
Rory
poi and juggling
Joanne beginners juggling
Pete
bubbles
Sam
Slackline
Lisa
Hooping intermediate
lunch xxxxxxx
Rob
rope dart
Matthew
poi and
movement
Rory
poi and juggling
Matt
juggling balls

Never Grow Up - KidsZone
All Day Activities
Every Day Colouring Corner with colouring competition prizes
Every Day Kiwi Games, Balls, Cricket, etc

Every Day Unicorn Horn Making
01/01/2020
30-Dec
All Day
10.00
12.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.30
6.00
7.30
9.00
31-Dec
10.00-1.00
10.00
12.00
12.00

Colouring Corner competition prizes
Unicorn Horn Making Station for all ages!
Learn to stilt walk with Sensorie
Parachute Play & Bubbles
Origami Butterflies with Vani
Mandala Rock Painting
Wand Making with Clarabell
Drama games with Serendipity Drama Club
Learn to stilt walk with Sensorie
Story telling with Gwendolyn The Great
Close
Unicorn Horn Making Station for all ages!
Learn to stilt walk with Sensorie
Parachute Fun
Unicorn Muster - Meet at KidsZone to go on a muster!

12.45
1.00

Meet at KidsZone ready for Unicorn Parade
Unicorn World Record Attempt at Bush Theatre Stage

2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
9.00
01-Jan
10.00
11.00
12.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
6.00
7.00
9.00

Make your own Poi and then learn to use them
Make a Troll Tent
Balloon Fun
Serendipity Drama Fun
Dress ups, face painting, bubbles
Children's stilt parade
Close
Papercraft with Clarabell and Origami with Vani
Colouring Competition Winner and Prize Announcement
Rockets Blast 'Em!
Make a Tent Trolls friend
Parachutes and more Bubble Fun
Stilt walking with Sensorie
Organised Kiwi Games, Cricket and Bat Down
Interactive Storytime with Clarabell
Organic Play - Hoops, Poi, Papercraft
Close

